Using the ERMS to terminate for misconduct
An employee’s misconduct may constitute a valid reason for dismissal, for example, in cases of
dishonesty, breaches of company policies, or failure to follow a lawful and reasonable direction. The
ERMS is designed to ensure that you follow a consistent and best practice approach when faced with
the challenge of having to terminate an employee for misconduct.
The ERMS is a valuable tool for helping you ensure procedural fairness in terminations with sufficient
documentary evidence, especially if terminating outside of the relevant minimum employment period.
You can use the ERMS to create a unique record for the employee being terminated by documenting
essential information such as the process followed, any past warnings provided to an employee, and
the reason for termination.
To make use of the ERMS ‘termination for misconduct’ checklist, follow these essential steps:
1. Firstly you will need to log into your ERMS account and go to the tab titled ‘Termination.’

2. .Select the option ‘Dismissal by Employer for Cause.’

3. The ERMS will direct you to commence the termination process.

4. Select an employee by searching their name in the search bar, or if needed, you can add in a
new employee by clicking ‘Add Employee’ and entering the relevant details into the system.

5. Once you click on the employee’s name, you will be able to commence the required steps. You
will need to click on each step and either complete a series of questions, upload documents or
create letters and documents that you can use during the termination process.

6. When deciding to terminate an employee for misconduct, it is pertinent for you to consider
whether the employee has been issued with a warning regarding their misconduct that has lead
to the decision to terminate the employee and whether the employee has been invited to the
meeting and invited to bring a support person.
You can create an invitation template through item 3.01 of the checklist. To properly prepare for
a termination meeting, we highly recommend that you should read and complete the ‘Guide to
Conducting and Recording a Termination Meeting’ linked to item 4.01 on the checklist.

7. Once you have conducted and recorded the termination meeting, you can create a document
advising the employee of the decision to terminate at step 7.01 by selecting ‘create.’

8. Once the termination is finalised, you should issue and upload necessary documents such
Centrelink Employment Separation Certificate and a Statement of Service. If you are a small
business (employing less than 15 employees), you may also complete and upload the Small
Business Fair Dismissal Code.

9. Once you have completed all the steps, you should click Complete to mark the employee
record as terminated.
Termination outside the minimum employment period can be risky, however, following a best practice
approach and keeping adequate records through an employment relations management system such
as the ERMS will give your business peace of mind that you have reduced potential risks of unfair
dismissal or a general protections claim.
For more information on how to get the most out of the ERMS or how to manage any termination
process, please contact the ARA Employment Relations Advisory Team on 1300 368 041.

